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Multipartite state generation in 
quantum networks with optimal 
scaling
J. Wallnöfer, A. Pirker, M. Zwerger & W. Dür

We introduce a repeater scheme to efficiently distribute multipartite entangled states in a quantum 
network with optimal scaling. The scheme allows to generate graph states such as 2D and 3D cluster 
states of growing size or GHZ states over arbitrary distances, with a constant overhead per node/
channel that is independent of the distance. The approach is genuine multipartite, and is based on the 
measurement-based implementation of multipartite hashing, an entanglement purification protocol 
that operates on a large ensemble together with local merging/connection of elementary building 
blocks. We analyze the performance of the scheme in a setting where local or global storage is limited, 
and compare it to bipartite and hybrid approaches that are based on the distribution of entangled pairs. 
We find that the multipartite approach offers a storage advantage, which results in higher efficiency 
and better performance in certain parameter regimes. We generalize our approach to arbitrary network 
topologies and different target graph states.

The distribution of entangled quantum states over large distances is a central task in quantum information pro-
cessing. Initial studies have focused on point-to-point communication between a sender and a single receiver, 
where quantum repeaters1–10 have been developed to enable long-distance quantum communication over noisy 
channels in the presence of imperfect local control operations. Recent experimental developments, together with 
the promise of exciting applications of quantum technology, make large-scale networks or even a full-scale quan-
tum internet a viable possibility. In such networks, not only the distribution of Bell states–which might be used 
for quantum communication between two parties via teleportation11, or for quantum key distribution12,13–is of 
relevance, but also the generation of multipartite entangled states shared among several nodes of the network. 
This opens the way for applications such as secret voting and secret sharing14, conference key agreement15–17, 
clock synchronization18, or distributed quantum computation19.

One important aspect in such quantum networks is efficiency - i.e. the required overhead for distributing 
entangled states shared between the communication partners. While a direct communication over noisy and 
lossy channels suffers from exponentially growing overheads with the distance (and hence small rates per chan-
nel usage), quantum repeater schemes (see e.g.1–7,20) or transmission of encoded information5,8–10,21 allow for an 
efficient generation of bipartite entangled states between two communication partners with overheads that scale 
polynomially or polylogarithmically with the distance. For a comparison of different approaches to generate long 
distance entanglement see22 and23.

Similar schemes have been proposed for the direct distribution of multipartite entangled states24,25, while in26 
a quantum repeater scheme that is based on the usage of multipartite states that are connected and purified was 
introduced. While such schemes are in principle efficient, overheads significantly increase with the distance and 
rates are hence limited.

In23 a solution to this problem was proposed, where a quantum repeater scheme based on hashing–a deter-
ministic entanglement purification protocol that operates on a large ensemble—is used to establish long-distance 
quantum communication between a sender and a receiver with overheads per channel that do not grow with the 
distance. A key element in this approach is the measurement-based implementation of purification and connec-
tion processes27.

Here, we introduce a similar scheme for the direct distribution of multipartite entangled states in a 
long-distance quantum network. Our scheme is capable of generating high-fidelity multipartite entangled target 
states shared between different nodes of the network with a constant overhead per channel, which is independent 
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of the distance. To this aim, we combine the idea of so-called 2D quantum repeaters26 (or multipartite network 
repeaters) with the new type of repeaters based on hashing23 in a multipartite setting. We analyze finite-size 
multipartite hashing schemes28–30 which are a central element in our approach, and provide lower bounds on the 
global output fidelity of these entanglement purification protocols in terms of the number of input copies, initial 
fidelities and noise levels on the resource states of the measurement-based implementation. We illustrate the over-
all approach for the generation of 2D and 3D cluster states of growing size in the network, and also discuss the 
distribution of three-party GHZ states. However, the approach is not limited to regular networks, but can easily 
be adapted to other network topologies and different target states. Note, however, that the schemes we propose are 
not optimized for a near-term implementation with a very small number of resources as they require the storage 
and processing of a few hundred copies or more. Rather, they provide a long-term perspective for large-scale 
implementations and we obtain an efficient, scalable scheme that allows for the transmission of big quantum data 
in an intrinsically multipartite way.

We also discuss alternative schemes based on pairwise generation of entangled states, which are subsequently 
combined to form the desired multipartite target state (scheme B), and a hybrid approach that makes use of bipar-
tite and multipartite elements (scheme C). We compare these three approaches, and develop optimized strategies 
to minimize the storage requirements of stations in the network. We also introduce and discuss variants of the 
multipartite protocol that use elementary building blocks of different size and shape (scheme A). The multipartite 
approach (A) offers an advantage over bipartite and hybrid approaches in this respect, as the storage requirements 
per repeater or network node are smaller. We analyze the performance of the different schemes with respect to 
reachable fidelities and obtainable number of output copies.

To this aim we concentrate on a scenario where the available quantum memory is limited. This is of practical 
relevance in a future quantum network. We consider the case where the overall storage capacity in the network 
is bounded, as well as a scenario where each node in the network has a quantum memory of the same (limited) 
size. In both cases, we identify parameter regimes (reachable target fidelity, channel noise and errors in resource 
states) where scheme (A) is superior to (B) and (C). We also remark that the hybrid approach (C) performs well 
in certain settings, and can even be more efficient than the multipartite approach. However, in particular in 
three-dimensional networks the storage advantage of the multipartite approach dominates.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we summarize basic concepts and required methods. We briefly 
review graph states and 2D repeater schemes, as well as the measurement-based implementation of repeater ele-
ments. We also discuss multipartite hashing schemes and analyze their performance for finite number of input 
states. In Sec. 3 we define the problem setting and introduce different schemes to generate long-distance entan-
gled states in the network using (A) an intrinsic multipartite approach, (B) a bipartite approach based on the 
distribution of entangled pairs and (C) a hybrid approach with bipartite and multipartite elements. In particular, 
we compare the different schemes in scenarios where the size of quantum memory is limited in Sec. 4. In Sec. 
4.1 we consider three-party GHZ states with growing distance. In Sec. 4.2.1 we discuss explicit ways to efficiently 
obtain cluster states of growing size in networks with a 2D and 3D geometry and analyse them in a scenario where 
(i) the local memory per network node or (ii) the total memory is limited in Sec. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 respectively. In 
case of (ii) memory can be freely distributed among nodes to optimize performance. Furthermore, we discuss 
an additional scenario that starts from only Bell pairs distributed between neighboring parties in Sec. 4.2.4. We 
provide a generalization of our approach to arbitrary network topologies and different kinds of target states in Sec. 
5, and summarize and conclude in Sec. 6.

Methods and Background
Long-distance entangled states and quantum repeaters. In this paper we focus on the generation 
of long-distance entangled states. For bipartite entangled states, such as Bell-pairs, this problem is addressed via 
quantum repeaters. Quantum repeaters were originally designed to establish Bell states over large distances in the 
presence of imperfections. There are various different architectures, in particular the approach based on quantum 
error correction8 and the one based on iterative entanglement purification and swapping1. In3 and31 the need 
for two-way communication in the original entanglement-based quantum repeater1 was removed. In all these 
approaches the local resources grow polylogarithmically or polynomially with the distance.

The problem of creating graph states in quantum networks was adressed in25,32–34. In particular, the work of25 
shows how to generate long-distance graph states by generalizing the concept of quantum repeaters to multi-
partite entangled states. In32 different techniques were proposed for establishing small-scale graph states where 
clients need to merge small scale GHZ states for establishing the target graph states. Finally33, proposes a recursive 
architecture for quantum repeater networks, with the aim of creating arbitrary graph states between its clients, 
while34 introduces a modular architecture that relies on quantum network devices to fullfil arbitrary graph state 
requests.

In26 a generalization of the 1998 quantum repeater protocol1 to multipartite states like GHZ or cluster states, 
was proposed. It is based on the preparation of elementary multipartite states, which are generated over short 
distances. Subsequently these states are purified via recurrence protocols. Then they are connected via measure-
ments, similar to entanglement swapping, in order to obtain the desired multipartite state over a larger distance. 
This process is then iterated. The 2D quantum repeater shares the polynomial scaling of resources with the orig-
inal quantum repeater scheme. There is also a variant of the 2D quantum repeater, where one does not aim at 
preparing a multipartite state of fixed size (number of parties) but rather tries to let the number of parties grow 
with the distance26. A major insight of26 was that there are parameter regimes for the noise in which a truly mul-
tipartite quantum repeater approach performs better than a bipartite approach (where one would first establish 
long-distance Bell pairs which are then used to create the desired multipartite state).
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Measurement-based implementation. Measurement-based quantum computation35–37 is a scheme for 
quantum computing which is based on adaptive single qubit measurements on a resource state. A prominent 
resource state for universal measurement-based quantum computing is the 2D cluster state36. However, instead 
of using a state which is universal for quantum computation like the 2D cluster state, one can alternatively use the 
Jamiolkowski isomorphism to identify smaller quantum states (in terms of qubits) which achieve a given compu-
tational task at hand. More specifically, the Jamiolkowski isomorphism establishes a one-to-one correspondence 
between completely positive (CP) maps and quantum states which implement the given CP-map probabilistically 
on an input state, which is read in via Bell measurements, similar to teleportation11.

The protocols we consider here consist only of Clifford operations and Pauli measurements, which can be 
implemented deterministically using resource states of minimal size, i.e. they consist of only input and output 
qubits and no intermediate qubits. The map described by the circuit is performed solely by the Bell measurements 
at the read-in. Many quantum error correcting codes and entanglement purification protocols have this property.

Quantum repeater based on hashing. In23 a new quantum repeater scheme based on hashing38 with 
superior scaling was introduced. The hashing protocol for bipartite entanglement purification operates on a large 
number of Bell pairs and outputs m = n(1 − S) perfect Bell pairs in the asymptotic limit. Here, n denotes the 
number of input pairs and S their entropy. The protocol has a non-zero yield (ratio of output and input pairs in 
the asymptotic limit) in contrast to recurrence protocols39,40, where the yield vanishes. In the novel quantum 
repeater protocol, the nested levels of entanglement purification and swapping are replaced by a single, combined 
step of entanglement purification via the hashing protocol38 and simultaneous swapping of all pairs. This setup is 
depicted in Fig. 1. In this way the scaling of the local resources per transmitted qubit is reduced from polynomial 
to constant. We remark that there are no nested repeater levels in this scheme as the whole scheme is implemented 
in a single step.

Graph states and the graph state basis. Graph states are a special subset of quantum states that are 
associated with mathematical graphs. A graph G = (V, E) consists of N vertices V and edges E and the correspond-
ing graph state | 〉G  is given by:

∏| 〉 = | + 〉
∈

⊗G U
(1)a b E

CZ
ab N

{ , }

with = | | ⊗ + | | ⊗⟩⟨ ⟩⟨U I Z0 0 1 1ab a b a b
CZ

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), the controlled phase gate acting on qubits a and b, and 
|+〉 = | 〉 + | 〉1/ 2 ( 0 1 ). We call a graph state k-colorable if k is the smallest number of colors needed to color 
each vertex in its associated graph such that no two vertices of the same color are connected by an edge.

The graph state basis is an orthonormal basis that is defined with respect to a certain graph G:

∏μ| 〉 = | 〉µ

∈
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For the purpose of this work we concern ourselves with states diagonal in the graph state basis, which we write 

as:

∑ μ μρ λ= | 〉 〈 |
μ

μ
(3)

G

This diagonal form can always be achieved by depolarization.

Connecting graph states. In this work we will often mention connection operations to connect graph states. We 
employ two different connection operations, one where two qubits are merged into one, and one where both 
connection qubits are projected out.

Figure 1. Illustration of the measurement-based implementation of the bipartite quantum repeater based on 
hashing. The initial Bell pairs (blue) are distributed to the neighboring stations and each station prepares a 
resource state with input (red) and output qubits (black). Note that local noise on the resource states (orange 
stars) can be shifted to the input states, but noise on the output qubits (blue stars) will still act on the output of 
the protocol.
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For the first method one takes two qubits a and b, which correspond to vertices of the graph states that we 
want to connect, and applies the CNOT operation =| | ⊗ + | | ⊗→ ⟩⟨ ⟩⟨I XCNOT 0 0 1 1a b a b a b( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) with qubit a as 
the source and qubit b as the target, followed by a Z-measurement on qubit b. The resulting state is a graph state 
(up to local Clifford corrections) that corresponds to a graph without vertex b and the neighborhood ′Na (i.e. all 
vertices connected to a with an edge) of vertex a is now given by ∪ ∩−N N N Na b a b.

The second kind of connection operation works in a similar fashion. But first one needs to transform the ini-
tial graph states by applying the local complementation operation τ (see e.g.41) on both qubits a and b, which are 
initially not connected by an edge. Then, just as before, one applies CNOTa→b followed by measuring qubit b in 
the Z-basis. Finally, one measures qubit a in the Y basis. The resulting state is, again, a graph state that corresonds 
(up to local Clifford corrections) to a graph with vertices a and b removed and changed edges according to: 

∪ ∩= −′N N N N Ni i b i b for all i that were initially in Na and ∪ ∩= −′N N N N Nj j a j a for all j in Nb. In this 
work we only use this second connection operation in the context of GHZ states as described in section 4.1, where 
its effect can be understood as mapping two n-qubit GHZ states to a state that is local Clifford-equivalent to a 
GHZ state with (2n − 2) qubits.

See41 for a detailed summary on the properties of graph states and how noise and other transformations acting 
on graph states can be described.

Noise model. We model noise via local depolarizing noise (LDN), which is given by the map  and acts on 
a qubit with density matrix ρ in the following way:

 ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ= +
−

+ + + .q q q X X Y Y Z Z( ) 1
4

( ) (4)

Here the error parameter q ∈ [0, 1] describes the strength of the noise, q = 1 corresponds to no noise and q = 0 to 
complete depolarization and X, Y, Z refer to the usual Pauli matrices. It should be noted that LDN can be inter-
preted as a worst case estimate for local noise42.

We describe the noise that occured during the initial distribution of the state, for example by sending them 
through noisy quantum channels, by LDN with error parameter q acting on all qubits independently, e.g. a noisy 
graph state is described by

∏ | 〉〈 |
=

q G G( ) ,
(5)i

n

i
1

where the subindex refers to the qubit on which i acts on.
The second source of noise we consider is the imperfections of the resource states we use for the measurement 

based implementation of our schemes. We describe the noise on the resource states, which are generated locally 
at each party, by LDN with a different error parameter p acting on all qubits of the resource state.

An important property of LDN is that its location can be exchanged if it is followed by a Bell projection43, i.e.,

ρ ρ=P q P q( ) ( ) , (6)1,2 1 1,2 2 

where ρ is some density matrix and P1,2 denotes a projector on one of the four Bell states, acting on qubits 1 and 
2. The noise on the input qubits of the resource states can thus be (formally) shifted to the input states instead 
(see Fig. 1).

This allows one to interprete a noisy, measurement-based implementation of an entanglement purification 
protocol or a quantum repeater as additional noise acting on the input states followed by the perfect protocol and 
noise on the output qubits. This is due to the fact that the resource states for such protocols have only input and 
output qubits (see above) and the processing of the input states is performed via Bell measurements. For more 
details see43.

Multipartite quantum hashing protocol. Quantum hashing protocols28,29,38,44–48 are a type of entangle-
ment purification protocol. They are based on the quantum analogon of the noiseless coding theorem49,50 and 
rely on the fact that it is exponentially likely that the input states are in a so-called likely subspace. One notable 
feature of the hashing protocols is that, unlike recursive entanglement purification approaches (e.g.39,40), they can 
deterministically provide a non-zero asymptotic yield. Unfortunately due to the nature of operations required, a 
gate-based implementation cannot tolerate any imperfections in the operations. However, recently it was shown 
that a measurement-based implementation makes hashing protocols practical in the presence of imperfections27.

In this work we use the measurement implementation of the multipartite quantum hashing protocol 
described in28,29, which works for graph states. The most prominent difference to the bipartite case is that to 
purify a k-colorable graph state one separate subprotocol for each color is necessary to obtain all the necessary 
information29.

We will briefly describe the basic mechanisms of the bipartite hashing protocol and discuss how the multipar-
tite hashing protocol differs from the bipartite case and what challenges arise from them. Consult the supplemen-
tary material for additional details on estimating fidelities and28,29 for details on the multipartite hashing protocol.

The bipartite protocol that we consider here38 roughly works as follows: Starting from n input copies of a noisy 
Bell state ρ with sufficiently high fidelity with respect to the desired Bell state |Φ 〉+ , we want to extract m copies of 
the perfect |Φ 〉+  state. First, the possible Bell states are encoded as ai = 00, 01, 10, 11 for |Φ 〉 |Ψ 〉 |Φ 〉 |Ψ 〉+ + − −, , ,  
respectively and the coefficients of ρ⊗n can be interpreted as probabilities of being in a state corresponding to a 
bitstring = …a a a an1 2 . Now one proceeds to measure random subset parities to determine the string a. Such a 
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measurement is performed by applying bilateral CNOT operations to accumulate parity information of the 
ensemble onto one Bell pair and then measuring it. This approach works because one does not have to consider 
all possible strings a. Since it is exponentially likely that a will lie in the likely subspace, one only needs to differ-
entiate between those strings. It is possible to obtain m = n(1 − S(ρ) − 2δ) output copies this way, where S(ρ) is the 
von Neumann entropy of ρ and δ > 0 is allowed to approach 0 as n tends to infinity. For n → ∞ one can determin-
istically obtain a yield of Y = m/n = 1 − S(ρ). For finite n however, there is a chance that the bitstring a either falls 
outside of the likely subspace or cannot be successfully distinguished from other bitstrings in the likely subspace. 
This case is especially relevant for this work as we want to consider scenarios with limited storage capacities, i.e. 
small n. One can find a lower bound for the success probability23,30, which leads directly to a lower bound f(a, n, 
δ) for the global fidelity, i.e. the overlap of the output pairs with |Φ 〉+ ⊗m. While δ can be chosen freely in this con-
text, it is important to consider that δ is directly connected to the number of output pairs m.

For the multipartite protocol28,29 one can enumerate the states in the graph state basis (see (2)) in a similar way 
as with the different Bell states previously. However, the main limitation one faces is that arbitrary 
substring-parities cannot be extracted via local measurements. Therefore, one has to consider subset parities 
separately and employ one subprotocol per color. Rather than dealing one bitstring a for the whole ensemble, one 
considers one separate bitstring for each vertex in the graph, e.g. = …a a ak k

n
k( )

1
( ) ( ) for the k-th vertex. To learn 

each of these strings, one performs multilateral CNOT operations that accumulate subset parity information in 
one copy of the ensemble and perform stabilizer measurements corresponding to one color of the graph. The 
parity information of all bitstrings corresponding to one color can be extracted simultaneously, which is why the 
number of required subprotocols is given by number of colors in the graph.

The relevant entropy associated to the bitstring a(k) is the entropy of the k-th bit in the graph state basis vector:

λ λ λ λ= = − −S S a log( ) log (7)k
k

k k k k
( )

,0 2 ,0 ,1 2 ,1

where λ λ= ∑µ µ µ µ µ… …≠ − +k i i, j k k k N1 1 1
 is the probability that the k-th bit in the graph state basis vector μ equals i. 

The whole protocol can only be considered successful if all the separate bitstrings are identified correctly, there-
fore we obtain a lower bound for the overall fidelity δ∏ f a( , )k

k
k

( ) . For two-colorable graph states the asymptotic 
yield is given by = = − −→∞Y m n S Slim / 1n A B, where = ∈S SmaxA k A k and = ∈S SmaxB k B k for vertices in colors 
A and B, respectively.

Schemes to establish multipartite states in a quantum network
We consider a quantum network, i.e. a set of spatially separated parties that are connected via quantum channels. 
The parties are equipped with storage devices (quantum memory), and are capable to manipulate their stored 
states. We assume that the transmission between parties takes place via a noisy quantum channel with error 
parameter q, while the local manipulation is done in a measurement-based way. There, we assume noisy resource 
states with local noise per qubit specified by error parameter p. The goal is to establish multipartite entangled 
states, specifically some graph states, shared between all (or some of the) parties. We will consider this problem in 
different settings: First, when storage is unlimited and we are interested in scaling of resources and overhead only. 
Second, in a scenario where storage is limited (either in total, or at each station).

The schemes we propose here are capable to establish multiple copies of graph states over arbitrary distance, 
with an optimal scaling. The overhead per transmitted state is only constant. In this sense, our schemes are a gen-
eralization of the 1D repeater scheme of ref.23 that allows one to establish Bell pairs between two distant parties 
to arbitrary target states and network geometries. The key element of our scheme is the generation of elementary 
building blocks, which are then purified via hashing, and merged or connected. In contrast to recurrence-based 
repeater schemes, no nesting or repeater levels–which lead to polynomial or polylogarithmical scaling of 
resources with the distance–are required. The fast convergence of the hashing protocol to maximally entangled 
states allows one to connect or merge all elementary building blocks in a single step, and obtain multiple copies 
with an overhead per transmitted qubit that is constant.

These elementary building blocks could be Bell pairs shared between neighboring parties, or also multi-party 
states such as GHZ or cluster states. The crucial observation here is that the aforementioned properties of the 
hashing purification protocol for Bell-pairs, i.e. finite yield and exponentially fast convergence towards unit fidel-
ity, also hold for the multipartite hashing protocol. Hence these states can be merged or connected in an arbitrary 
way. In the following we describe the three schemes for purifiying multipartite graph states as outlined in Sec. 1. 
All schemes have in common that their ultimate goal is to obtain a fixed multipartite entangled state after their 
completion, for example a 3-party GHZ state shared between distant parties, or a cluster state shared between all 
parties of the network. The schemes differ in the elementary building blocks, i.e. whether they work with multi-
partite entangled states (scheme A), or with bipartite entangled states (schemes B and C). In addition, the purely 
bipartite scheme (B) performs purification and merging/connection in two separate steps, while in schemes A 
and C these two steps are performed simultaneously in a measurement-based implementation. This is in fact 
crucial to obtain a scalable scheme. At intermediate stations the perfect hashing plus connection/merging is per-
formed on a slightly noisier input state, and no additional errors are introduced as there are no output particles. 
In contrast, when performing hashing and connection/merging in two steps, additional noise on output states 
is introduced, and leads to a (exponentially) vanishing fidelity when combining multiple elementary building 
blocks. The schemes also differ in their storage requirements, as storing a multipartite state requires less memory 
than the storage of Bell pairs shared between different parties.

Scheme A. In scheme A the stations of the network share several copies of a noisy multipartite entangled 
state with neighbouring stations. Furthermore, each station prepares a resource state for the measurement-based 
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implementation of the hashing protocol for two-colorable graph states (end nodes), or hashing followed by state 
merging or state connection at intermediate nodes. Each station of the network now couples the copies of the 
multipartite entangled state to the resource state via Bell-measurements, thereby purifying the states (see Fig. 2a), 
and merging or connecting the output states. As long as the initial fidelity (and fidelity of resource states) is suffi-
ciently large, the protocol deterministically generates several copies of multipartite entangled target states.

Scheme B. In contrast to scheme A all neighbouring stations share impure Bell-pairs in scheme B. This 
scheme comprises the following steps: First, each station prepares several copies (one for each neighbouring 
station) of the resource state for the measurement-based implementation of the hashing protocol for Bell-pairs. 
Next, each station couples the resource states to the impure Bell-pairs via Bell-measurements, thereby performing 
the hashing protocol. Assuming the initial fidelity is sufficiently high, one obtains fewer, but purified copies of 
Bell-pairs. Finally, depending on the multipartite target state, the stations merge or connect the purified Bell-pairs 
to obtain copies of the multipartite state (see Fig. 2b). This is done in a separate step that requires an additional 
resource state for the measurement-based connection of the Bell-pairs.

Observe that noise will act in this scenario at two steps: noise from the hashing protocol, and noise from the 
merging operation. In addition, one needs to store qubits corresponding to Bell states shared between all neigh-
boring parties instead, which leads to a larger storage requirement for this scheme.

Scheme C. Finally we discuss scheme C, which is a combination of the bipartite and multipartite approach. 
In particular, we can obtain a combined resource state for both the bipartite hashing protocol and the merging 
or connection operation applied afterwards. This state can be readily obtained by virtually combining the two 
resource states via Bell-measurements. This leads to a smaller resource state which performs both tasks within 
a single step (see Fig. 2c). This has the advantage that noise from imperfect resource states will act only once, in 
contrast to scheme B where noise will act on the output of the purification protocol twice. Note that the architec-
ture has to be flexible enough to generate different resource states depending on the desired graph state to profit 
from this advantage in general. The scheme however works with initial Bell pairs as input states, and hence has the 
same memory disadvantage as scheme B when compared to the truly multipartite scheme A.

Scaling of schemes. We now discuss the scaling of the local resources of the different schemes. We are 
interested in the scaling with the distance of the number of qubits which need to be stored/processed at each 
repeater station in order to obtain a target state with a fidelity exceeding a fixed value. For the fidelity we choose 
the global, private fidelity Fgp, which is the fidelity of the ensemble of output target states prior to the action of the 
noise on the output qubits of the resource states relative to the desired tensor product of target states (for more 
details see23,30).

From this one can already see that scheme B is not scalable because for any non-zero value of noise one 
obtains Bell pairs with non-unit fidelity. These pairs are then further processed and the fidelity will drop similar 
to the case of swapping imperfect Bell pairs. The situation is different for scheme A and C, where the purification 
of elementary states and their further processing (merging) are executed in a single, simultaneous step. Here, a 
lower bound on the global, private fidelity Fgp can be obtained from the probability that all hashing protocols in 
the entire quantum repeater protocol succeed simultaneously. For a quantum repeater where N states are merged 
one obtains

α β δ α β δ≥ − − ≈ − −F n N n(1 exp( )) 1 exp( ) (8)
N

gp
2 2

for a sufficiently large number n. Here n is the number of input states of the hashing protocol and α and β depend 
on properties of the input states and certain choices within the hashing protocol. More details can be found in the 
supplementary material. One can ensure that Fgp is close to one, i.e., ε≥ −F 1gp  by choosing n such that 

α β ε− <N nexp( )1/2 . This shows that one has to choose the number of input states according to N (which is usu-
ally related to the distance) and the desired fidelity. For larger values of N one will require (logarithmically) larger 

Figure 2. The figure depicts the different schemes we consider. (a) Starting with multiple copies of a 
multipartite state (GHZ states in this example) each station implements the multipartite hashing protocol 
(marked by the orange box) in a measurement-based way to obtain fewer copies of that state with higher fidelity. 
(b) Before the protocol neighboring stations share several copies of Bell pairs. The stations implement the 
bipartite hashing protocol (orange boxes) in a measurement-based way to obtain purified Bell pairs. Then, in a 
separate step, the stations prepare another resource state for merging the Bell-pairs (blue box) into the desired 
multipartite state. (c) The neighboring stations share, like in scheme B, several copies of noisy Bell pairs. Each 
station performs the measurement based implementation of the multipartite hashing protocol (orange boxes) or 
the hashing protocol combined with the merging operation (purple box) where connections are needed.
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values of n. Note, however, that this will also lead to a larger number of output states m. Thus the overhead, i.e. the 
ratio n

m
, becomes constant for large n, which is the optimal scaling.

We emphasize that this result is in contrast to previous schemes based on recurrence protocols that have pol-
ynomially or polylogarithmically scaling overheads.

Application to a limited storage scenario
Here, we address a setting with memory restrictions, which are crucial to consider for practical implementations. 
In particular, we consider a situation where the memory sizes of the intermediate repeater stations are limited. 
This implies that an efficient strategy for memory usage and consumption needs to be applied to obtain the target 
state with highest possible fidelity. Due to the nature of the hashing protocols, the estimated fidelities with a lim-
ited amount of input copies are only bounds (see supplementary material).

In Sec. 4.1 we investigate the application of the multipartite hashing protocol to GHZ states and discuss the 
distribution of a 3-qubit GHZ state over long distances. Then, in Sec. 4.2, we investigate multiple scenarios of 
generating two-dimensional and three-dimensional cluster states from smaller building blocks. Since the mem-
ory usage is of utmost importance, we identify building blocks for cluster states that need to store as few qubits as 
possible in section 4.2.1.

3-qubit GHZ state. To begin the comparison between multipartite and bipartite approaches, we investigate 
the application of the multipartite hashing protocol to the 3-qubit GHZ state. The GHZ state is a truly multipartite 
entangled state and furthermore it is local-Clifford equivalent to a two-colorable graph state (see Fig. 2a), which 
allows the direct application of the hashing protocol for graph states. The GHZ state makes for an interesting 
graph state to analyze not only because of its simplicity but it is also at the core of the GHZ based two-dimensional 
repeater scheme of26. First, we take a look at input states for which each qubit has been affected by local depolar-
izing noise with parameter q. This corresponds e.g. to a situation where a perfect GHZ or Bell pair is generated 
locally by some source, and the states are distributed via noisy channels to the parties that are involved in the 
protocol.

Even in this simple model the storage advantage of employing a multipartite approach becomes apparent. 
When relying only on Bell pairs (scheme B), the station, where the Bell pairs are connected to obtain the final 
GHZ state, needs to store twice as many qubits. This means that for each separate bipartite hashing protocol 
between the different parties only half as many copies (when compared to scheme A) of Bell states will be avail-
able if the storage capacity of the stations is limited. However, for this particular case the storage advantage is 
not sufficient for the multipartite approach to obtain better fidelities when using the hashing protocol as a n → 1 
protocol, which is done by choosing δA and δB such that the number of output copies m = 1. (The advantage of 
looking at the n → 1 variant is that the output fidelity directly corresponds to the state fidelity. However, the usual 
use case of the quantum hashing protocol is when multiple output copies are required.) These results are depicted 
in Fig. 3 for a fixed choice of q = 0.98.

When considering imperfect resource states, we can see an interesting development depending on whether the 
bipartite approach is given the information of what the target state is before building the resource states (scheme 
C), see Fig. 4. If the bipartite approach is not able to adapt to different output states (scheme B), the states will 
need to be connected afterwards, which exposes them to additional noise. Therefore, the qubits at the station 
connected to the two other parties will be affected by additional noise after the purification has taken place. If 
this step is also implemented in a measurement-based way, the additional noise takes the form of the imperfec-
tions in the extra resource state that needs to be created to perform the connection. In Fig. 4 it is obvious that the 
reachable fidelity of such a bipartite approach that is oblivious to the final use of their purified states has a smaller 
reachable fidelity than the multipartite approach. If the bipartite approach is allowed to use custom resource states 
that implement the bipartite hashing protocol as well as the connection operation, which we called scheme C, 
then the bipartite approach is superior for this case.

Figure 3. Reachable fidelities for a 3-qubit GHZ state for bipartite and multipartite n → 1 hashing protocols 
with q = 0.98 local depolarizing noise per qubit on the input states.
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Restricted error model. We consider a restricted error model for the graph state version of the GHZ state and 
n → 1 protocols. The main reason why the multipartite approach performs worse is that a separate protocol is 
needed for each of the two colors, which the small storage advantage in this scenario is not able to overcome. 
Now, we look at a situation where the noise only affects one color, namely only Z-noise acting on the outer two 
qubits (the qubits at the dangling ends on the right in Fig. 2a). This situation could e.g. arise when distributing 
two qubits of a locally generated GHZ state via a noisy channel where dephasing is predominant, and the channel 
can be described by a phase-flip channel.

In this case the second protocol is not needed and the storage advantage immediately translates to higher 
reachable fidelities as shown in Fig. 5.

However, if there is an additional, small amount of X-noise, also only acting on the outer qubits, it becomes 
mandatory to use the second subprotocol. We describe the action of the noisy channel by:

ρ ρ ρ ρ= − . + + .− X X Z Z(1 0 02001) 10 0 02 (9)5

In this case with very asymmetric noise, it is important to distribute the additional input states that we have 
available in a n → 1 protocol appropriately among the subprotocols, i.e. choosing the same δ for both subproto-
cols (i.e. δA = δB) is a bad choice in this case. Figure 6 illustrates that in such a situation some of the advantage of 
the multipartite approach (A) still remains. It highlights in particular that much can be gained by optimizing the 
distribution of the leftover copies, i.e. the choice of δA and δB for the different subprotocols. For local depolarizing 
noise, which is symmetric, the improvement gained by the optimization is negligible.

Long-distance GHZ on triangular network. One way we can use the multipartite hashing repeater scheme is for 
distributing an entangled state over long distances. Exemplary we look at distributing a long-distance GHZ state 
with repeater stations arranged on a triangular grid as depicted in Fig. 7, similar to the setup in26.

Figure 4. Reachable fidelities for a 3-qubit GHZ state with imperfect resource states for n → 1 hashing 
protocols. The initial states are affected by local depolarizing noise with error parameter q = 0.99 and the 
resource state with error parameter p = 0.98.

Figure 5. Reachable fidelity of a 3-qubit GHZ state for n → 1 hashing protocols, where the initial states are 
only effected by Z-noise with error parameter q = 0.98 on the outer qubits. This avoids the requirement to use a 
second subprotocol for the multipartite protocol.
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While using the measurement-based implementation, which combines hashing and connecting the resulting 
states into a single step, asymptotically provides a scalable and deterministic protocol, in contrast to26 we cannot 
make use of the error detection process from using additional information gained at intermediate steps. Also, as 
we consider a scenario with limited storage and therefore the high amount of GHZ states used leads to a fidelity 
estimate by FGHZ

3k
 where =k Llog2  of the desired length L in multiples of the elementary distance between stations 

on the triangular grid. In the bipartite (B) and hybrid (C) case one obtains 
+

Fbip
2k 1

, which makes it clear that the 
advantage the multipartite approach (A) might have at small distances does not scale well for long distances. In 
Fig. 8 one can see that the multipartite advantage is relevant for a short distances, but loses its advantage at longer 
distances.

Cluster state. Rather than distributing the same state over longer and longer distances, one can also consider 
a setup where the goal is to generate a state with a growing number of parties. To illustrate this mode of operation 
we consider building up large 2D and 3D cluster states from smaller building blocks.

Building blocks for cluster states. In this section we present an approach for creating a 2D cluster state by merging 
smaller building blocks. We will arrive at two classes of building blocks, which we term windmill and shifter grid. 
They have in common that they reduce the required local storage capacity by a factor of two as compared to a 
strategy based on entangled pairs only.

Let us start with a grid of Bell pairs as shown in Fig. 9a. If all stations merge their respective qubits we obtain 
a cluster state, which corresponds to the bipartite strategy. Note that at each node, four qubits need to be stored. 
That is, if a station is capable of storing n qubits, the number of initial copies for the entanglement distillation 
protocol is n/4.

However, it is possible to consider different kinds of initial states to cover the whole grid such that combin-
ing the building blocks still results in a cluster state. In particular, any set of elementary building blocks that is 

Figure 6. Reachable fidelity of a 3-qubit GHZ state, where the outer qubits of the initial states are effected 
by very biased noise with 2% Z-noise and 10−3% X-noise. For very asymmetric noise optimizing how the 
additional input copies are distributed can significantly improve performance.

Figure 7. 2D setup for distributing a long-distance GHZ state on a triangular network using a scheme based 
on multpartite building blocks. The stations (signified by the orange boxes) implement the multipartite hashing 
protocol and merge the states in one step in a measurement-based way.
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obtained by merging some of the initial Bell-pairs in a grid can be used. Such covers of the cluster state, consisting 
of possibly several different substructures, can be highly irregular and one possible choice is shown in Fig. 9b. 
Already from this example it is apparent that multipartite states can effectively reduce the storage capacity needed 
by the stations.

Essentially, we have to identify covers that provide favorable storage requirements, ideally only needing to 
store two qubits at the borders of the elementary building blocks, so one can use n/2 initial copies for the multi-
partite entanglement purification protocol if each station can store n qubits. This advantage is important as the 
fidelity of the output state after entanglement distillation strongly depends on the available number of initial 
states.

We follow the idea of identifying possible configurations using two instead of four qubits at each station and 
we obtain two classes that form distinct blocks which are invariant under rotations with an angle of π/2. The idea 
is straightforward: one considers four neighboring stations, each storing four qubits belonging to Bell-pairs con-
necting them. Then, one merges these four qubits into two, thereby obtaining a small subgraph. By rotating this 
subgraph with an angle of π/2 four times one obtains a building block.

Figures 10 and 11 show the windmill and shifted grid classes of building blocks as well as how these can be 
extended to larger building blocks, which have some central stations that only need to store one qubit per copy. 
These approaches can also be extended to 3D cluster states where we find coverings that use cubes instead of 
squares. The windmill blocks need to be modified to fit the 3D cluster but some stations will need to store 3 qubits 
per copy as the neccessary dangling ends cannot be arranged in a better way. Here, the shifted grid approach 
shows that it scales very well to higher dimensions as the required graph states are simply cubes connected at each 
corner and only 2 qubits per copy need to be stored at each station.

Construction from smaller blocks. We investigate using different schemes of constructing a 64 × 64 2D-cluster 
state with periodic boundary conditions from smaller building blocks. We compare the approaches using the 
windmill and shifted grid building blocks (Figs 10 and 11 respectively), which are both different variants of the 
multipartite approach (scheme A), and the bipartite approach (scheme B). Again, we use a straightforward error 
model of local depolarizing noise with error parameter q acting on each qubit of the initial state. In this section we 
do not include noisy resource states as this only leads to a lower reachable fidelity for the purely bipartite scheme 
(B). Note that without imperfections in the resource states, schemes B and C are equivalent.

First, let us consider a scenario where the storage capacity per location is limited. The achievable fidelities for 
a n → 100 protocol are depicted in Fig. 12a and b. While for the 2D cluster state the storage advantage is only a 
factor of two it is still very relevant.

Alternatively, instead of fixing the number of outputs, a practical question to ask is how many output pairs we 
can expect while still staying above a certain threshold fidelity. In Fig. 12c and d the achievable number of output 
copies while keeping above a global threshold fidelity of 0.9 is shown. Here it becomes clear that for q close to 1 
the multipartite approaches can deliver more copies.

The same analysis is also extended to a 3D cluster states of size 64 × 64 × 64. See Fig. 13 for the reachable fidel-
ities and obtainable output copies in that case. Here the differences between the windmill and shifted grid blocks 
become more pronounced, as the shifted grid architecture allows to obtain a storage advantage of factor three 
while the windmill blocks only allow to store twice as many copies as in the bipartite approach. This is the reason 
why the shifted grid architecture performs very well in the three-dimensonal case.

Building blocks with globally limited storage. However, if one increases the block sizes, only the few repeater 
stations at the edges of the blocks need to store multiple qubits per copy. This means that if the system is limited 

Figure 8. Comparing the reachable fidelities of n → 1 protocols for the multipartite scheme and the fully 
bipartite scheme for different numbers of repeater levels with a storage capacity of 1600 qubits at each repeater 
station. The inital states are affected by local depolarizing noise with error parameter q = 0.99 and the resource 
states with error parameter p = 0.98 on each qubit.
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by the total available storage rather than the storage per repeater station, the multipartite approach can benefit 
from this. This situation is akin to classical hard drives that are modular and can be moved to different servers 
depending on the requirements. Figure 14 depicts the results for a two-dimensional cluster state. Here it becomes 
apparent that larger block sizes allow one to obtain an even bigger advantage. Another interpretation is that since 
the additional storage is only needed at the stations at the edge of the blocks, using a multipartite approach allows 
one to achieve the same or better result by only upgrading some of the locations with additional storage.

Similarly, Fig. 15 shows the results for the 3D cluster state when the storage capacity is limited globally. 
Interestingly, increasing the complexity of the building blocks actually makes them more vulnerable to noise at 
first as suddenly there are qubits with six neighbors in the input state. However, at larger block sizes the over-
whelming storage advantage proves advantageous.

Construction directly from Bell pairs. Rather than relying on smaller building blocks, this model uses only Bell 
pairs with a noise model that has a clear physical interpretation. Bell pairs that are distributed between neigh-
boring parties by sending one of the qubits through a noisy channel modeled by local depolarizing noise. We 
compare a bipartite approach where the Bell pairs are purified and then connected to a cluster state in the end 
and a multipartite approach where the Bell pairs are connected first, so only one qubit per site and copy needs to 

Figure 9. (a) One can create a cluster state from a grid of Bell-pairs by merging them (orange rectangles). The 
numbers indicate how many qubits need to be stored at each of the stations. (b) Optimizing the storage required 
at the stations by using multipartite states: For the red qubits (GHZ-states) and the green qubits (2 colorable 
graph state) the entanglement distillation protocol for two colorable graph states are employed. The red 
numbers indicate where we have reduced the number of qubits which need to be stored at the station.

Figure 10. 2D-cluster building blocks in a windmill formation with a block size of (a) two or (b) four. (c) The 
blocks can be connected to a larger cluster state. The connection operations are performed on the qubits in the 
rectangles, which are stored at the same repeater station. Note that only two qubits per copy need to be stored at 
each location.
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Figure 11. 2D-cluster building blocks in a shifted grid formation with a block size of (a) one or (b) four. (c) The 
blocks are connected at the corners to form a larger cluster state. The connection operations are performed on 
the qubits in the rectangles, which are stored at the same location.

Figure 12. Comparison of numerical results for generating 64 × 64 cluster states from smaller building blocks 
with hashing protocols using different architectures. (a) Reachable fidelities with local storage capacities of 1200 
qubits for n → 100 protocols. (b) Difference in fidelity Fsg − Fbip between the shifted grid architecture Fsg and the 
bipartite scheme Fbip for n → 100 protocols. The red area signifies the parameter regime where the multipartite 
approach (A) achieves higher fidelities. The advantage of the multipartite approach for scenarios with low noise 
and very limited storage becomes apparent. (c) Number of output copies which can be provided with a fidelity 
of at least 0.9 with local storage capacities of 1200 qubits. Here the multipartite approach shows better scaling for 
low error rates. (d) Difference in obtainable output copies msg − mbip with a fidelity of at least 0.9 by the shifted 
grid architecture msg (A) and the bipartite approach mbip (B, C).
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be stored, which consequently is purified using the multipartite hashing protocol. This intermediate step of stor-
ing the qubits is sensible for setups with imperfect storage capabilities because storing the resource state for the 
measurement-based implementation of the hashing protocol over long time periods is undesirable as any noise 
affecting the output qubits cannot be corrected.

The error pattern that arises from connecting these noisy Bell pairs where one qubit has been subject to local 
depolarizing noise with error parameter q can be described by the noise channel:

ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ= +
−

+ +q q q Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z( ) 1
3

( )
(10)ab

a a b b a b b a( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

acting on every edge of the cluster graph. A detailed explanation can be found in the supplementary material. So 
the initial state for the multipartite entanglement distillation is given by:

∏ 〉〈
∈

q G G( )
(11)a b E

ab
{ , }

where G is the graph associated with the cluster state.
In Fig. 16 the results for both the reachable fidelity and obtainable output copies for a 2D cluster with dimen-

sions 64 × 64 are depicted. One can clearly see that considering the multipartite approach for this scenario is also 
very relevant if storage capacities are limited.

Arbitrary networks and generalization
The scheme for efficient generation of entangled states in a network that we have introduced and discussed for 
GHZ and cluster states can be generalized to other target states and network geometries. The key observation is 
that entanglement purification protocols for all graph states exist29. This includes recurrence protocols, but also 
breeding and hashing protocols. The latter ones allow for entanglement purification of a large ensemble with 

Figure 13. Comparison of numerical results for generating 64 × 64 × 64 cluster states from smaller building 
blocks with hashing protocols using different architectures. (a) Reachable fidelities with local storage capacities 
of 1800 qubits for n → 100 protocols. (b) Difference in fidelity Fsg − Fbip between the shifted grid architecture 
Fsg and the bipartite scheme Fbip for n → 100 protocols. The red area signifies the parameter regime where the 
multipartite approach (A) achieves higher fidelities. (c) Number of output copies which can be provided with 
a fidelity of at least 0.9 with local storage capacities of 1800 qubits. Here the multipartite approach shows better 
scaling for low error rates. Difference in obtainable output copies msg − mbip with a fidelity of at least 0.9 by the 
shifted grid architecture msg (A) and the bipartite approach mbip (B, C).
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constant yield, and can be implemented in a measurement-based way. The private fidelity23 one can reach is arbi-
trarily close to one, approaching unit fidelity exponentially fast with the number of initial copies while the yield 
remains constant. This in turn allows one to connect and to merge arbitrary graph states in such a way that the 
final target state is generated with any desired target fidelity. It is essential that connection or merging processes 
are performed in the same step as the entanglement purification protocol, i.e. a single resource state implements 
both tasks. This leads to a drop in fidelity of the target state which can be lower bounded by ∏ Fi, where Fi are the 
(global) private fidelities of the connected or merged states, similarly as in the 1D case23. This can be compensated 
by using a logarithmically larger number of copies, where however the overhead per produced target state remains 
constant.

We start with the generalization of states with fixed number of qubits, but over larger distance as discussed 
in Sec. 4.1 for three-particle GHZ states. In this case one merges and projects out short-distance states in such a 
way that a long-distance state of the same kind is produced, i.e. self-similar structures of growing scale are gen-
erated. This requires a regular network whose topology is associated with the desired target state. This is called 
operational mode I in ref.26, where an example for the distribution of a 2D cluster-type state is described. The 
essential modification here is that hashing is used for entanglement purification for all states at once without 
nested levels, and is combined with the merging process in a measurement-based implementation. Some of the 
qubits are measured in this scheme, which is also combined with the purification process and implemented in 
a single step.

Also the scheme to generate cluster states shared between all nodes of a 2D square network can be generalized 
to networks with arbitrary geometry. This corresponds to operational mode II in ref.26, where again hashing is 
used for entanglement purification to obtain a scalable scheme with constant overhead. The goal is to generate a 
graph state that corresponds to the network structure. Consider as starting point a situation where Bell states are 
shared between all nodes of a network that are connected by edges. Notice that this is not the physical situation we 
consider, but rather used to illustrate the construction of elementary building blocks that are used. As discussed in 

Figure 14. Comparison of generating 64 × 64 cluster states from smaller building blocks when the storage 
capacity of 1200 × 642 qubits can be freely distributed among the involved stations. The multipartite approaches 
can profit from distributing the storage for more qubits to critical stations at the edges of the building blocks 
while the bipartite protocol cannot. (a) Reachable fidelities for n → 100 protocols. (b) Number of output copies 
that can be provided with a fidelity of at least 0.9.
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Sec. 4.2.1, we can consider any merging of Bell pairs, regular or irregular, to generate elementary building blocks. 
These elementary building blocks are then purified and merged. All states generated in this way are graph states 
and can be purified via hashing. So for any choice of elementary building blocks, one obtains a scalable scheme 
with constant overhead, similarly as in the case of 2D and 3D cluster states. One can use small building blocks that 
are purified and merged, but also larger building blocks that are directly purified.

We finally remark that one can also consider the generation of graph states that do not correspond to the net-
work geometry. There are two different graphs involved: a graph G corresponding to the network geometry, and 
a graph G′ corresponding to the target graph state. There are multiple ways to generate target graph states. One 
strategy is to use all edges in the set ∩ ′E E , i.e. the direct links, and establish the missing edges ∩′ ′E E E\( ) by 
using a path formed by subsets of the edges of E. In particular, if we use the edges on such a path (which corre-
sponds to a quantum channel) to establish short distance Bell-pairs, we can generate a virtual Bell-pair for that 
missing edge by performing entanglement swapping on all short distance Bell-pairs. These virtual Bell pairs can 
then merged again in an arbitrary way to form elementary building blocks. (We remark that the elementary build-
ing blocks may also include vertices outside the vertex set V′ of the target graph state, e.g. to establish missing 
edges not in the set ∩ ′E E . For instance, if one wants to establish a 1D cluster state with additional edges of dis-
tance two in a 2D network, one can establish the additional edges by using nodes above and below the 1D line.) 
Any choice of elementary building blocks with subsequent entanglement purification and merging leads to an 
efficient, scalable scheme with constant overhead per generated target state, independent of the size and distance 
of the states.

Conclusion and Outlook
In this work, we introduced a repeater architecture for distributing multipartite entangled states in a quantum 
network with optimal scaling. The scheme is based on the multipartite quantum hashing protocol, where we make 
use of its fast convergence and favorable error thresholds in a measurement-based implementation. We have 
illustrated that the main elements that make quantum hashing an attractive tool for long distance point-to-point 
quantum communication23, namely constant overhead per node independent of the distance and non-zero 

Figure 15. Comparison of generating 64 × 64 × 64 cluster states from smaller building blocks when the storage 
capacity of 1800 × 643 qubits can be freely distributed among the involved stations. (a) Reachable fidelities for 
n → 100 protocols. (b) Number of output copies that can be provided with a fidelity of at least 0.9.
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yield, carry over directly to the application on multipartite graph states. Therefore, by applying this concept to 
all kinds of graph states we introduced a whole new class of protocols with optimal scaling. This includes the 
generation of long-distance states of few parties in regular networks, but also states shared between many or all 
parties by merging small elementary structures. A central element is to purify and merge in a single step using 
a measurement-based implementation, which leads to a scalable scheme with favourable error thresholds that 
enables one to transmit big quantum data.

We have also analyzed the performance in situations with limited resources. In particular, we considered 
situations where the global or local storage capacities are limited. In this case we found that using a multipartite 
or hybrid scheme offers advantages compared to approaches based on the distribution of entangled pairs using 
1D repeaters. In particular, we constructed explicit schemes for generating 2D and 3D cluster states with mini-
mal storage requirements per node, and also considered how to generalize this approach to a wide class of target 
states. The scheme we propose is based on the usage of a large number of copies, and hence requires a big infra-
structure that might not be available in the near future.

We however believe that the analysis of network architectures with limited storage or other resources is of 
practical relevance also for near-term realizations of quantum networks. Also for networks with few nodes or 
small storage capacity, genuine multipartite approaches offer a storage advantage that might be harnessed. In this 
context, it would be particularly interesting to design network or repeater architectures for small-scale systems. 
This requires also the development of new, efficient entanglement purification protocols that operate on a small 
or medium number of copies, but offers similar advantages as the large-scale hashing protocols. We will report 
on such protocols elsewhere.
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